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ing theory of the effect of cylinder dimensions, particularly
cylinder diameters, on the economy and power of internal
combustion engines. Most of them have owed their origin to
the competitive trials of motor cars in which the various vehi-
cles are classed according to horse-power, and which therefore
require that the figures given should be properly comparable.
For large internal combustion engines the existence of such rules
is not of vital importance, since the comparison of one engine
and another depends upon so many other factors, and, more-
over, organized competitions are unknown.
The first attempt to deal with this matter on a scientific
basis is due to Professor Callendar, who read a paper before
the Institution of Automobile Engineers on "The Effect of
Size on the Thermal Efficiency of Motors.'7 Cylinders as
large as 14 inches were considered which, although common
in gas engine practice, were well outside the range of motor
car cylinders. This made the paper the more valuable in the
general sense, although from the strictly motor car point of
view advantage would have been gained had the theory been
based entirely upon engine trials with cylinders nearer the
customary motor car size. As it was, however, the paper
presented a general theory not only applicable to motor cars
but to larger engines also.
It is well known that the " air standard " of efficiency is
higher than the efficiencies obtained in practice, and that the
ratio of the latter to the former is commonly about 60 per cent.
This means a deficit of 40 per cent, owing to some cause or
other. What is this cause 1 The answer is, first, that the
" air standard " of efficiency is a far higher one than any actual
engine can. ever achieve, owing to the fact that whereas the
value of y assumed in the " air standard " equation is 140, its
average value for the actual cylinder gases at working tem-
peratures, taking the increase of specific heat into account,
would be more nearly 1-3.* This alone accounts for about 20
per cent, of the 40 per cent, apparently lost, and the remaining
20 per cent, is due to various heat losses such as jacket loss,
radiation loss, etc. In general, therefore, it would appear
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